FA C T S H E E T
ABOUT THE HOTEL
InterContinental Abu Dhabi is a unique luxury urban resort.
An icon of heritage and culture, opened by His Highness
the late Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the founding father of
the United Arab Emirates, to house the first Gulf Cooperation
Council Conference for the Gulf States. Since then, the hotel
is home to presidents, members of royal families, celebrities and
captains of industry. The hotel offers an unparalleled stay, experience of history, Arabian hospitality, award winning dining
options and comprehensive leisure facilities in an oasis of calm
right in the heart of Abu Dhabi. All 390 rooms and suites offer
sea or park views.
The Concierge team will introduce you to the hidden gems on
offer around the hotel and Abu Dhabi to ensure you experience
the best the city has to offer enabling the most memorable
of stays.
The hotel is located 30 minutes away from Abu Dhabi
International Airport, 1 hour 45 minutes from Dubai Airport.
10 minutes from the Louvre Museum, 15 minutes from
Abu Dhabi Exhibition Centre and is close to a number of
luxurious shopping malls and the famous Abu Dhabi Corniche.

CLUB INTERCONTINENTAL
Club InterContinental offers an even higher level of luxury
and exclusivity. The private Club InterContinental Lounge
overlooks the city and the coastline from the 18th floor
with its outdoor terrace offering 360 degree views.
Breakfast, afternoon tea and drinks with canapés are served
with a daily rotating menu showcasing our restaurants.
Complimentary meeting rooms, business services and
computers are available as well as tea, coffee and soft drinks
all day to conduct meetings or simply relax in the calm
above the city.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
InterContinental Abu Dhabi provides all guests a unique opportunity to travel around the world without ever leaving the
urban resort. The hotel’s Marina Walk boasts six award winning restaurants and bars offering the best dining collection in
the city with indoor and stunning terraces overlooking our marina.
Each restaurant bids a unique experience, which ensures your return! Over the last thirty-four years, InterContinental
Abu Dhabi’s dining and entertainment offering has weaved its way into the very heart of the capital’s social fabric.
With a constant flow of new ideas supported by some of the city’s longest-running success stories, the hotel’s reputation
for great food, flawless service and stunning environments is second to none. Whether you are planning a celebratory dinner
or simply looking to wind down after work, InterContinental Abu Dhabi has something special on the menu just for you.

THE PIANO LOUNGE
For a more relaxed environment immediately off
our lobby decorated with rare Egyptian marble.
Catch up with friends over coffee and French
pastries during the day or a cocktail in the evening
whilst listening to the pianist. It’s the perfect blend
of elegance and relaxation in style.

SELECTIONS
If you thought all-day-dining restaurants were all
the same, think again. From its vantage point on
the third floor, Selections boasts one of the most
spectacular views around. Sit down to breakfast,
lunch or dinner and enjoy the beauty of the beach
and marina from almost every table. To keep
things interesting, the chef and his team spice our
offer up with regular theme nights as well as
several dishes cooked to order.

CIRCO ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Born from the famous Circo in New York, Circo
offers cuisine centered around Tuscany yet celebrating
Italy. The Italian team, both chef and restaurant
manager will bring the passion and romance of
Italy alive.
Dine in our elegantly playful circus inspired
restaurant or on the terrace overlooking the
marina. From pizza to homemade pastas as well as
classics from across Italy. Enjoy a truly unique
setting and authentic dishes with an Italian flair.

BYBLOS SUR MER
The ultimate Lebanese dining experience awaits
you at Byblos Sur Mer. Authentic award-winning
food served on 2 levels with terraces offering
stunning sunset views out to the Gulf of Arabia.
Byblos Sur Mer offers a spectacular variety of
mezze, grills and famous Lebanese dishes
prepared by Raed, our Chef de Cuisine.
Sit back and enjoy the live show each weekend;
the Byblos upper lounge offers creative cocktails
whilst enjoying the sweet Abu Dhabi breeze
as the sun sets.

CHO GAO MARINA WALK
This is the latest addition to the selection
of restaurants available at InterContinental
Abu Dhabi. One of the capital’s most exciting new
culinary offerings with three distinct dining areas,
inside, outside terrace and the Sushi Bar, where
guests will be transported from Vietnam across
Asia.
Enjoy incredible cocktails prepared by our
award-winning mixologists with creative cuisine
whilst being immersed in Chill-Out music from
our resident DJ overlooking the magnificent
marina.

TH E FISHMARKET
Fishmarket is InterContinental Abu Dhabi’s
flagship success story. This iconic restaurant
owes its long-running popularity to a winning
formula of superb fresh seafood and genuinely
friendly and attentive service.
Fishmarket is as fresh today as the day it served
its very first guest. The food is cooked Thai-style
with tranquil views across the beach offering a
truly legendary dining experience.

THE B ELGIAN C A FÉ
Belgium is famous for steaming mussel pots,
chunky frites and creamy mayonnaise; This is the
DNA of the Belgian Café. A choice of exclusive
Belgian draught beers and a global collection of
beers in a classically European setting with an
extensive menu. The Belgian Café is a little piece
of old Brussels right in the heart of Abu Dhabi.
During the cooler months of the year, it transforms
into a huge Beer Garden. For sports lovers, all
major games are shown on the big screen.
Live music is also played supported by our
resident DJ playing music to reminisce and
Chill-Out to.

C HAM AS C HU R R ASC AR I A & BAR
For those of you who don’t know what a
Brazilian Churrascaria is; think endless skewers
of freshly barbecued meat and chicken served by
enthusiastic and knowledgeable Passadores until
you tell them to stop. Chamas also offers an
extensive salad bar and decadent dessert buffet.
Add to this, a genuine Latin band and one of the
liveliest atmospheres in the city and you start to
get an idea of what Chamas is all about. Terrace
dining and the upper bar are options for you
to enjoy.

TH E B AYSH ORE
Offers salads and light bites overlooking the
calm of our swimming pools, private beach and
landscaped mature tropical gardens. Al fresco
informal dining for lunch and early evening as
the sun sets across the water. Private dining is
available in our beachside cabanas for a special
experience.

WELLNESS FACILITIES
TH E BAYSH ORE B E ACH CLUB
Is an urban resort and an oasis of tranquillity overlooking
the Arabian Gulf in the heart of the city, a truly unique
place; with its secluded private beach, mature tropical
gardens and selection of pools for visitors of all ages,
Bayshore beach club with its south aspect ensuring sun
all day long is the place you deserve to enjoy.
We know that all travellers are different, and everyone
wants something unique from their stay. The palm trees
surround our infinity pool with the swim up bar make
this an ideal location for relaxation and calmness. The
private cabanas are there for guests who wish to enjoy
privacy and quietness. The Bayshore restaurant offers a
wide range of snacks, salads and meals as well as cocktails
and drinks. You may also enjoy your meal at your sun
lounger or poolside day-beds for 2.

A fully equipped gym and wellness treatment rooms
await you with our team on hand to ensure your fullest
enjoyment of your time down at the beach. In addition,
you may enjoy beach volleyball, paddle boarding,
kayaking as well as other sports from our partner.

WELLNESS CENT R E
Located on the 3rd floor of the hotel, the health club comprises
of a large open air pool with a shallow children play zone and
swim up bar for adults. Sun loungers surround the pool with
a dedicated kids club to entertain children from 3 to 14 years
of age.
With views across the marina, our large gym has personal
trainers to help and guide you, also available is a dance studio.
Our treatment rooms supported by our certified massage
team offer Elemis facials and a full range of body massages
and treatments. There is a wet zone inside comprising of a
Jacuzzi, plunge pool, steam room and sauna – with changing
and shower facilities. There are 2 flood lit outdoor tennis
courts with tuition available.
Our wellness centre also includes sports fitness body classes
for stress-reduction. If you seek relaxation or need to be
energized; no matter what your body, mind and spirit needs,
there's a treatment for you.

CONFERENCES & EVENTS
Iconic meeting space that had seen some of the
world leaders composing history and great
achievement. These ballrooms were the location
for the first Gulf Corporation Council summit headed
by the late Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan
the founder of the United Arab Emirates. Unique
meeting spaces located at one of the most
prestigious addresses in the capital.
The meeting and conference facilities are designed
to host any type or size of event. Our meeting
rooms range from spacious interconnected
ballrooms, capable of hosting up to 1,500 guests,
to smaller rooms that can be configured for
intimate soirées and break-out sessions.

We also have an outstanding array of versatile and
unique outdoor venues, including a 500-capacity area
by the beach.
InterContinental Abu Dhabi provides premium
catering service that’s built on the hotel’s renowned
well-established reputation in Abu Dhabi. So are our
resources and catering experience. Our aim is simple;
to deliver an unmatched outside catering experience.
There are many ingredients that go into creating the
perfect event. Seamless service, attention to detail,
fine-tuned logistics. The most important element
being the creation of a unique culinary experience.
Our Chefs have created a wide range of customized
menus that are designed to leave a lasting impression.
Whether you’re planning an intimate business meeting
or a grand wedding, we promise a one-of-a-kind
experience in a truly unique setting!
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